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SOCIAL SCIENCE - PART-I
I. Choose the correct answer:
7x1=7
1. Who was arrested during the anti-Rowlatt protests in Amritsar?
a) Motilal Nehru
b) Saifuddin Kitchlew
c) Mohamed Ali
d) None of the above
2. Which Act introduced provincial Autonomy?
a) 1858 Act
b) Indian Councils Act 1909
c) Government of India Act, 1919 d) Government of India Act, 1935
3. Who defeated Pattabhi Sitaramaya, Gandhi‟s candidate, and became
the president of Congress in 1939?
a) Rajendra Prasad
b) Jawaharlal Nehru
c) Subhas Chandra Bose
d) Maulana Abulkalam Azad
4. The first Round Table conference was held at London in ______.
a) 1930
b) 1931
c) 1932
d) 1933
5. The Indian constitution gives to its citizens.
a) Double Citizenship
b) Single Citizenship
c) Single Citizenship in some states and double in others
d) None of the above
6. Human Development Report of the world is prepared and released by
a) UNDP
b) UNEP
c) IBRD
d) ADB
7. Tamil Nadu leads in the poverty Alleviation programmes during
a) 2000-2003
b) 2003-2007 c) 2007-2010 d) 2014-2017
II. Fill in the blanks:
5x1=5
8. ______ established congress radio underground during the Quit
India Movement.
9. The Civil Disobedience Movement in North West Frontier province
was led by ________.
10. After the salt Satyagraha Gandhi, was arrested and sent to
_______ Jail.
11. Fundamental duties have been given to the citizen of India under
Article_______.
12. _______ is the value of currency expressed in terms of the amount
of goods and services that one unit of money can buy.
III. Match the following:
5x1=5
13. Rowlatt Act
M.N Roy
14. Communist Party of India
1955
15. Public Distribution System
2013
16. National Food Security Act
Black Act
17. Citizenship Act
Subsidized rates

IV. Answer any two of the captions:
18. Constructive programme of Gandhi
a) What is constructive programme?
b) What did Gandhi exhort the congressmen to do?
c) How did Gandhi try to bring about Hindu Muslim unity?
d) What is the contribution of Gandhi towards abolition of
untouchability?

2x4=8

19. Khilafat Movement:
a) When did the First world war come too an end?
b) Who was the head of Muslims all over the world?
c) By whom was Khilafat movement started?
d) Why did Gandhi support the Khilafat movement?
20. Simon Commission:
a) How many members were there in the Simon Commission?
b) Why was Simon Commission boycotted?
c) Why were the Indians angered or why was it an insult to
the Indians?
d) How was Simon Commission greeted?
V. Answer any six of the following in brief:
6x2=12
21. Describe the Jallianwala Bagh Massacre.
22. What was the conflict between Swarajists and No-changers?
23. What are the terms of the Poona Pact?
24. By whom was the congress socialist party formed?
25. What is a writ?
26. List out the three heads of the relations between the centre and the
states.
27. What is the role of FCI in Green Revolution?
28. Write a note on Differential Universal PDS and Targeted PDS.
29. Write three names of the nutrition programmes in Tamil Nadu.
VI. Answer any two in detail:
2x4=8
30. Discuss the reasons behind the partition of India.
31. Examine the factors that led to the transformation of Gandhi into
a mass leader.
32. Mention the differences between Fundamental Rights and Directive
principles of state policy.
33. Discuss about the Multi-dimentional poverty Index India and
Tamil Nadu.
VI. Draw a Time Line:
5x1=5
34. Write any five important events between 1920 to 1940
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I. Choose the correct answer:
1. In the adjacent figure, ∠BAC=90° and AD⊥BC then
A

Time: 1½ hrs.
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10x1=10

B
D
C
a) BD.CD=BC²
b) AB.AC = BC² c) BD.CD = AD² d) AB.AC=AD²
2. If PR is a tangent to the circle at P and O is the centre of the
circle then ∠POQ is __________.

P

R
50°

O

Q
a) 120°
b) 100°
c) 110°
d) 90°
3. If ∆ABC is an isosceles triangle with ∠C=90° and AC=5cm,
then AB is ______.
a) 2.5cm
b) 5cm
c) 10cm
d) 5 2 cm
4. A frustum of a right circular cone is of height 16cm with radii
of its ends as 8cm and 20cm. Then the volume of the frustum is ____.
a) 3328𝜋cm³ b) 3228𝜋cm³ c) 3240𝜋cm³ d) 3340𝜋cm³
5. If the raidus of the base of a cone is tripled and the height is
doubled then the volume is __________.
a) made 6 times
b) made 18 times
c) made 12 times
d) made 15 times
6. The volume (incm³) of the greatest sphere that can be cut off
from the cylindrical log of wood of base radius 1cm and height
5cm is ________.
20
a) 4 3 𝜋
b) 10 3 𝜋
c) 5𝜋
d) 𝜋
3
7. The C.S.A of a right circular cylinder of radius 1cm and height
1cm its ________.
a) πcm²
b) 2πcm²
c) 3πcm²
d) 2cm²
8. If surface area of a sphere is 100 πcm² then its radius is _____.
a) 25cm
b) 100cm
c) 5cm
d)10cm
9. If the radius of the sphere is 2cm then the CSA of a sphere is
equal to _________.
a) 8πcm²
b) 16πcm²
c) 12πcm²
d) 16cm²
10. The height of the right circular cone whose radius is 5cm and
slant height is 13cm will be _________.
a) 12cm
b) 10cm
c) 13cm
d) 5cm

II. Answer any six of the following:
6x2=12
11. a) The difference between the C.S.A and T.S.A of a cone is_____.
b) The centre of the great circle is at the ______ of the sphere.
12. If the ratio of the radii of two spheres is 4:7, then find the ratio
of their volumes.
13. Find the maximum volume of cone that can be carved out of
a solid hemisphere of radius „r‟ units.
14. The number of solid sphere each of radius 3cm that can be
made by melting a solid metal cylinder. If the height is 45cm and
the diameter 4cm is __________.
15. a) The relationship between height and radius of the
hemisphere is __________.
b) The volume of a sphere is the product of its surface area
and _______
16. If circumference of the conical wooden piece is 484cm then
find its radius when its height is 105cm.
17. Cheek whether AD is the bisector of A of ∆ 𝑙e ABC if AB=4cm,
AC=6cm, BD=1.6cm and CD=2.4cm.
18. In ∆ABC, D and E are the points on the side AB and AC
𝐴𝐷
respectively, such that DE ||BC. If
= 3 4 and AC=15cm.
𝐷𝐵
Find AE.
III. Answer any six of the following:
4x5=20
19. ABCD is a quadrilateral in which AB=AD, the bisector of
∠BAC and ∠CAD interests the circles BC and CD at the points
E and F respectively. Prove that EF || BD.
20. A right circular cylindrical container of base radius 6cm and
height 15cm is full of ice cream. The ice cream is to be filled
in cones of height 9cm and base radius 3cm having a
hemispherical cap. Find the number of cones needed to empty
the container.
21. If the C.S.A of a solid hemisphere in 2772sq.cm then find its T.S.A
22. A right circular cylinder just enclose a sphere of radius „r‟
units. Calculate.
i) the surface area of the sphere.
ii) the curved surface area of the cylinder
iii) the ratio of the areas obtained in (i) and (ii)
23. A vessel is in the form of a hemispherical bowl mounted by a
hollow cylinder. The diameter is 14cm and the height of the
vessel is 13cm. Find the capacity of the vessel.
24. State and prove Angle Bisector theorem.
IV. Answer the following:
1x8=8
25. Construct a ∆ PQR in which QR=5cm, ∠P=40° and the median
PG from P to QR is 4.4cm. Find the length of the altitude
from P to QR.
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PHYSICS - PART-I

I. Choose the correct answer:
6x1=6
1. Which of the following is correct?
a) Rate of change of charge is electrical power.
b) Rate of change of charge is current.
c) Rate of change of energy is current
d) Rate of change of current is charge
2. The ratio of the potential difference to the current is known
as ________.
a) Resistance
b) Conductance
c) Voltage
d) Power
3. The frequency which is audible to the human ear is _______.
a) 50 KHz
b) 20 KHz
c) 1500 KHz d) 10000KHz
4. _______ is the value of speed of sound in iron.
−1
−1
−1
−1
a) 1324𝑚𝑠
b) 331𝑚𝑠
c) 5950𝑚𝑠
d) 2324𝑚𝑠
5. Rapid back and forth motion of a particle about its mean
position is called ________.
a) vibration
b) longitudinal wave
c) oscillation
d) all the above
6. In a domestic household circuit, how many circuits are used?
a) 4
b) 3
c) 2
d) 1
II. Answer any five in short:
5x2=10
7. Define electric power.
8. The work done in moving a charge of 10C across two
points in a circuit is 100J. What is the potential difference
between the points?
9. Why is tungsten metal used in bulbs, but not in fuse wires?
10. Mention two cases in which there is no Doppler effect in
sound.
11. Match the following:
a) Infrasonic
Compressions
b) Echo
22KHz
c) Ultrasonic
10Hz
d) High Pressure region ultrasonography
12. What is stage?
13. Define horse power.
III. Answer any five in brief:
5x4=20
14. What connection is used in domestic appliances and why?

15. The resistance of a wire of length 10m is 2 ohm. If the area of
cross section of the wire is 2 x 10−7 m2 , determine its
i) resistivity
ii) conductance
16. How many electrons are passing per second in a circuit in
which there is a current of 5A?
17. What is meant by rarer and denser medium?
18. A source producing a sound of frequency 90Hz is
approaching a stationary listener with a speed equal to 1 10
of the speed of sound. What will be the frequency heard by
the listener?
19. What is Doppler effect?
20. State four uses of ultrasonic vibrations.
IV. Answer any two of the following in detail:
2x7=14
21. What is meant by reflection of sound?
Explain: a) reflection at the boundary of a rarer medium.
b) reflection at curved surfaces.
22. a) Three resistors of resistances 5 ohm, 3 ohm and 2 ohm are
connected in series with 10V battery. Calculate their
effective resistance and the current flowing through the
circuit.
b) A torch bulb is rated at 3V and 600 mA. Calculate it‟s
a) power
b) resistance
c) energy consumed if it is used for 4 hour.
−1
23. A source of sound is moving with a velocity of 50ms
towards a stationary listener. The listener measures the
frequency of the source as 1000 Hz. What will be the
apparent frequency of the source when it is moving away from
the listener after crossing him? (velocity of sound in the
−1
medium is 330ms )
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Part - I
13x1=13
I. Choose the most appropriate synonym of the underlined
1. Women‟s accomplishments are tremendous in many fields.
b) enormous

c) feeble

d) marginal

It is an exception ________ case.

b) passed over

c) emposed

d) emptied

II. Choose the most appropriate antonym of the underlined
3. We kept posting pictures of delicacies like golgappas and

d) ful

I don‟t _____ weight easily.
b) put on

c) keep up

12. Identify the clause and classify it accordingly.
My brother visits my father whenever he comes to Chennai.
The girl in blue saree is my sister.
Part - II (12 marks)

cakes.
b) beauties

c) eyesore

d) elegance

4. I left our ancestral house, twenty-nine years ago.
a) traditional

c) ance

13. Identify the phrase and classify it accordingly.

word:

a) softness

b) al

11. Fill in the blanks with suitable phrasal verb.
a) build up

2. The floor was strewn with twigs and straw.
a) spattered

the sentence:
a) ment

word:
a) awful

10. Attach a suffix to the underlined word to complete

b) familial

c) non-inheritance d) hereditary

5. Fill in the blanks with sub-ordinating conjunction (inspite of,
on the event of, due to)
We played the match _______ the drizzle.

V. Answer any three of the following questions:

3x2=6

14. Who were Aditya‟s ancestors?
15. Where does Sasanka stay?
16. Why did Aditya decide to visit his ancestral home?
17. What sort of training did the crew undergo before their
expedition?

III. Spot the error in the following sentences:

18. How long were they trained to undertake this voyage?

6. I told him I can come.

VI. Read the lines and answer the following questions:

7. I am absent yesterday.

19. She‟s a lionless; don‟t mess with her

IV. Do as Directed:

She‟ll not spare you if you‟re a prankster.

8. Which of the words given below can be placed after „fast‟
to form a compound word?
a) mark
b) port
c) good
d) food
9. Add a prefix to the word national to complete the sentence:
An ______ national conference is to be held next year.
a) Co
b) Sub
c) Inter
d) Hyper

a) Pick out the line that has a metaphor in it.
b) What is meant by „mess with‟?
20. “Not I!
My heart was so light
That I sang day and night

2x2=4

For all nature looked gay

27. You are a secretary in Resident Welfare Society, Sundar

“You sang, sir, you say?”

Nagar, Chennai. Draft a notice, which could be sent to all the

a) Pick out the rhyming words in the above line.

members of the society to discuss the frequent power cuts and

b) Who does „I‟ refer to?

water supply and the ways how to overcome from this

VII. Rearrange the words in the correct order to make meaningful
sentences:

2x1=2

21. your/today/put on/new/since/is/birthday/dress/the

situation.
You are Blessy/Blesson.
28. Write the second stanza of the poem

22. Teaches/not/English/Science/but/Jaya/also/only

„I am Every Woman‟.

Part - III

(The summer ……………… no fear!)

VIII. Answer any four of the following questions (Q.No.28 is
compulsory)

4x5=20

Part - IV

1x5=5

29. Write a paragraph using the following outlines in about

23. Highlight the theme of the poem „The Ant and the Cricket‟.

100 words:

24. Aditya had undergone a change and determined to return

Chinese emperor - one member - family - join - army -

the silver medal to Mr. Sanyal‟ What made him to do so?

Mulan - teen girl trained in Kung fu - joins - disguise -

25. Prepare an advertisement using the hints given below:
Adonasi academy - admission open - Carnatic vocal, - Veena
- Violin - Guitar - Keyboard Classes - drawing and art
classes - Contact - no: Duration of course - fees
26. Sherin/Suhail wanted to write a letter to her friend
Riya/Reehan to ask her/him if she/he could spend her/his
pongal holidays with her/him. She/He had started the letter
but had not completed. Help Sherin/Suhail to complete the
letter in about 100 words.

boy - wins battles - General - Sick - doctor - reveals identify emperor forgives - reunites family - six horses and swords.
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SOCIAL SCIENCE - PART-I
I. Choose the correct answer:
7x1=7
1. Gandhi was introduced to the works of _________.
a) Allaho Akbar
b) Smats and Gandhi
c) Saifuddin Kitchlew and Satyapal d) Tolstoy and John Ruskin
2. The Khilafat Committee meeting in Allahabad was held on _______.
a) 14 April 1922
b) 13 June 1930
c) 9 June 1920
d) 5 May 1925
3. ______ united the different political parties in India.
a) Simon boycott
b) Nehru report
c) Jinnah boycott
d) Hindu - Muslim unity
4. The concept of ______ has continuously evolved over the last five
decades.
a) food security
b) food production c) food supply d) food grains
5. The ____ had built huge storage godowns and built buffer stocks.
a) HCI
b) ICI
c) MSP
d) PDS
6. Dr. B.R Ambedkar described these principles as ______ of the Indian
constitution.
a) Habeas Corpus b) Novel features c) Certiorari d) Novel features
7. The president under ______ can declare emergency.
a) Articles 360
b) Articles 357
c) Articles 352 d) Articles 15
II. Fill in the blanks:
5x1=5
1. Rights against exploitation is about prohibition of _____ in
human being.
2. On returing to _____ Gandhi‟s attempt to practice in Bombay failed.
3. On his journey from _____ to Pretoria, at the Pietermaritzburg
railway station he was physically thrown out the first class
compartment.
4. ____ of food is the ability to biologically utilise the food consumed.
5. Tamil Nadu leads in the poverty alleviation programmes during _____.
III. Match the following:
5x1=5
1. Kerala
Dyarchy
2. Non-Cooperation movement
1955
3. Government of India act 1919
Surrender of titles
4. Citizenship act
1962
5. National Emergency
Least poor region

IV. Answer the following captions:

2x4=8

1. Simon Commission:
a) How many members were there in the Simon Commission?
b) Why was Simon Commission boycotted?
c) Why were the Indians angered or why was it an insult to
the Indians?
d) How was Simon Commission greeted?
2. Subhas Chandra Bose and INA
a) How did Subhas Chandra Bose reach Japan?
b) Who headed the women wing of Indian National Army?
c) How did Subhas Chandra Bose reorganize the INA?
d) Name the Slogan provided by Subhas Chandra Bose.
V. Answer any six of the following:
6x2=12
1. What is Poorna Swaraj?
2. Write a note on Bhagat Singh.
3. Explain “Ship to Mouth” phenomenon.
4. What are the main reasons for the new Agricultural policy?
5. How many types of fundamental rights are listed by the Indian
Constitution?
6. Write a note on the Khilafat Movement.
7. Write a note on Differential Universal PDS and targeted PDS?
8. List out the three heads of the relations between the centre and the
states.
9. Write a short note on state emergency (Act 356).
VI. Answer any two of the following in detail:
2x4=8
1. Mention the differences between fundamental rights and directive
principles of state policy.
2. Write briefly some of the important objectives of India‟s agricultural
policy.
3. Critically examine the civil disobedience movement as the typical
example of Gandhian movement.
4. Briefly explain the nutritional and health status of Tamil Nadu.
VII. Draw a Time Line:
(5)
1. Write any five important events between 1930-1950
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I. gyTs; njhpf:
7x1=7
1. jkpo; flNyhL xj;jpUj;jiy ,ul;Lw nkhope;jth; ______.
m) ghujpahh;
M) jkpoofdhh;
,) fk;gh; <) ghujpjhrd;
2. jkpod;idf;F mzpfyd;fshf mike;jit______.
m) Ik;ngUq;fhg;gpaq;fs;
M) rpw;wpyf;fpak;
,) IQ;rpWq;fhg;gpak;
<) rq;f ,yf;fpak;
3. tpopfis ,of;f Nehpl;lhy; $l jha;j; jkpopid ,oe;J tplf;
$lhJ vd;W vz;zpath;______.
m) jpUts;Sth;
M) fgpyh;
,) ,sq;Fkudhh;
<) ghthzh;
4. nra;Aspir msngilapd; kWngah; _______.
m) ,d;dpir msngil
M) nrhy;ypir msngil
,) capusngil
<) ,irepiw msngil
5. „nghd; Vh; G+l;Ljy;… epfOk; khjk; _______.
m) rpj;jpiuj; jpq;fs;
M) itfhrpj; jpq;fs;
,) khh;fopj; jpq;fs;
<) ijj; jpq;fs;
6. ,uz;lhk; ,uhruhr Nrhodpd; mitf;fsg; Gyth; _______.
m) GfNoe;jp
M) xl;lf;$j;jh;
,) fk;gh;
<) guzh;
7. rpyg;gjpfhuk; fhl;Lk; ifj;njhopy; ty;Yeh; _______.
m) czT jahhpg;gth;
M) cg;G tpw;gth;
,) nerthsh;
<) gujth;
II. RUf;fkhd tpilaspf;f:
5x1=5
8. mopah tz;zk; - ,y;f;fzf; Fwpg;G jUf.
9. kjpiyr; Rw;wp tisj;jy; vt;tif jpiz.
10. ehdpyk; - njhifr; nrhy;iy tphpj;njOJf.
11. epWj;jw;FwpapLf.
* tuF fhilf;fz;zp Fjpiuthyp Kjypa rpW$yq;fs; jkpo;
ehl;byd;wp Ntnwq;Fk; tpistjpy;iy.
12. tpilf;Nfw;w tpdh mikf;f:
* jkpopy; nrhy;yha;Tf; fl;Liufisg; ghthzh; vOjpdhh;.
III. fPo;f;fhZk; tpdhf;fSs; vitNaDk; ehd;fDf;F tpilasp: 4x2=8
13. kd;Dk; rpyk;Ng! kzpNk fiy tbNt!
Kd;Dk; epidthy; Kbjho tho;jJ
; tNk!
,t;tbfspy; ,lk; ngw;Ws;s fhg;gpaq;fisj; jtpu vQ;rpAs;s
Ik;ngUq;fhg;gpaq;fspd; ngah;fis ahit?
14. jhtuj;jpd; Edpg; gFjpfisf; Fwpf;Fk; nrhw;fs; ahit?

15. ,ul;Lw nkhopjy; vd;why; vd;d?
16. jpirghyh; vz;kh; ahth;?
17. coth; ez;giu mioj;Jf; $WtJ ahJ?
18. kjpy; Nghh; gw;wpa Gwj;jpizfs; ahit?
IV. fPo;f;fhZk; tpdhf;fSs; vitNaDk; %d;wDf;F tpiasp: 3x3=9
19. nfl;Lg;Nghd fha;f;Fk; fdpf;Fk; jkpofj;jpy; toq;fg;gLk;
nrhw;fs; vOJf?
20. njhopw;ngaUf;Fk;> tpidahyizAk; ngaUf;Fk; cs;s
NtWghLfs; ahit?
21. njhpe;j - gFgj cWg;gpyf;fzk; jUf.
22. kUT+h;g;ghf;fj; njUf;fspy; tzpfk; nra;jth;fs; ahth;?
23. Jk;igj;jpiz> thifj; jpiz tpsf;Ff?
V. fPo;f;fhZk; tpdhf;fSs; vitNaDk; %d;wDf;F tpilasp:
(25- tpdhtpw;Ff; fl;lhakhf tpilaspf;fTk;)
3x5=15
24. „Kjy; kio tpOe;jJk;… vd;dnty;yhk; epfo;tjhff;
F.g.uh[Nfhghyd; ftpghLfpwhh;?
25. md;id nkhopNa! vdj; njhlq;Fk; ghliy mbgpwohky; vOJf.
26. k.ngh.rpapd; fy;tp mwpT tsh;r;rpf;F md;id vt;thW cjtpdhh;?
27. ghliyg; gbj;J tpdhf;fSf;F tpilasp:
Kj;jkpo; Ja;g;gjhy; Kr;rq;fk; fz;ljhy;
nkj;j tzpfyKk; Nktyhy; - epj;jk;
mizfple;Nj rq;fj; jth;f;fhf Mopf;F
,iz fple;j Njjkpo; <z;L
tpdhf;fs;:
m) ,g;ghly; ,lk; ngw;w E}y; vJ?
M) ,g;ghlypd; Mrphpah; ahh;?
,) Kr;rq;fk; - njhifr; nrhy; vOJf.
<) Mop - vd;gjd; nghUs; $Wf.
c) ,g;ghlypy; mike;Js;s vJifr; nrhw;fis vLj;njOJf.
VI. fPo;f;fZk; tpdhf;fSs; vitNaDk; xd;wDf;F tphpthd tpilasp:
1x6=6
28. kNdhd;kzpak; Re;judhhpd; jkpo;jj
; ha; tho;jJ
; g; ghliyAk;
ngUQ;rpj;jpudhhpd; jkpo; tho;ji
; jAk; xg;gpl;L Nkilg; Ngr;R
xd;iw cUthf;Ff.
29. jkpof vy;iyfis kPl;nlLj;jijg; gw;wpa fUj;Jfisj;
njhFj;njOJf.
30. ciueilapd; mzpeyd;fs; vd;w jiyg;gpYs;s Jizg;ghlj;ijr;
RUf;fp vOJf.

